Smart Buildings
Creating smarter buildings for owners
and occupants

Yousef Elnono
Internet of Things Solution Specialist
IoT Customer Industry Team, EMEA
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Intelligent Edge

Intelligent Cloud

Azure Sphere

Azure IoT Edge

Azure Edge Zones

Azure IoT Hub

Azure RTOS

Azure Percept

Azure Stack Family

Azure IoT Central

Windows IoT

Windows Server

Azure Digital Twins

SQL Server

Azure Arc

Azure Defender for IoT
Azure Maps

Manufacturing

Manufacturing

Manufacturing

Energy

Manufacturing

Source: Gartner, Magic Quadrant for Industrial IoT Platforms, October 19th, 2020, Forrester WAVE for IIoT, 2019; IDC MarketScape Worldwide Industrial IoT Platforms and Applications in Energy Vendor Assessment, 2021; IDC MarketScape Worldwide Industrial IoT
Platforms and Applications in Manufacturing Vendor Assessment 2021;

Microsoft is its own best case study
From our largest campus in Redmond, Washington, USA to our many regional
offices, Microsoft has a widely varied real estate portfolio
Our in-house Real Estate & Security team is responsible for the smart
management of the global real estate portfolio
The diversity of our real estate portfolio means we know what it takes to
manage commercial real estate on a global scale.

Global Building Portfolio

Puget Sound - Energy Smart Buildings Metrics
Data current as of April 2021

Onpremise
gateway

Azure hosted ICONICS
Smart Building solution

Dynamics 365
Field Service

AHU work order

Air Handling Unit
(AHU)

Power meter

Power meter work order

Transmission

Fault detection

Visualization and
reporting

Selection and dispatch

VFD work order

Variable Frequency
Drive (VFD)

125

34,548

158M

3,000

7,000

30

Buildings in
ESB

Pieces of
equipment

Records
uploaded
daily

Faults rules in
ICONICS

Ave number of
active faults

Field technicians
fixing the faults

456,000
Data points polled
every 5 mins

Microsoft Puget Sound on a Single Pane of Glass
1. Home page
•
•

View of all facilities
worldwide
Touch-enabled zoom to
individual locations

2. Puget Sound
campus view
•
•

View of all buildings in Puget
Sound
Touch-enabled zoom to
individual buildings

1

3. Building view
(City Center)
•
•

View of one building in
Puget Sound
Touch-enabled zoom to
individual floor

4. Floor plan (10th floor)
•
•

View of one floor in City
Center
Supports multiple views of
systems and issues

How we digitally
review our campus spaces
Do we have enough space?
Understanding the relationship between
attendance and what type of spaces are
needed allows us to program for efficiency

Is it over- or underutilized?
Knowing the total and peak number of
people accessing the building daily gives
better insight to utilization
Who uses it?
Using people data to aggregate by
department allows us to profile attendance
by business groups

How often?
Viewing the data over 180 days allows us
to consider seasonal trends, visualize
vacation periods, and build trust in the
quality of our data

To reduce operating costs, increase efficiency

Source: Microsoft presentation, IoT Solutions World Congress 2019
© ICONICS Inc., 2021

What we achieved by
intelligently updating
our existing campus

$12M

Effectiveness
Tripled

Customer
Engagement

+5%

Work
Flexibility

+8%

Work Life
Balance

+4%

Productivity
score

Project capital cost
Use of MyAnalytics +
flexible working +
-9% less stress

Productivity has strong
correlation with employee
engagement

$30M

Savings over 10-year lease.
Hard and avoided costs

$18M

Net savings over 10 years

Efficiency
6 m2 per employee

Customer Space 72% of total space

36% less Space

45% decrease in energy consumption

Desk sharing up to 2,97

100% Eco-friendly cleaning products

Partnership with IWG Spaces

Building brains for Industrial Control Systems

Combining state-of-the-art techniques in DRL, simulations, and machine teaching

How does it work?
•

Start by specifying optimization goals,
variables, constraints, rewards/penalties, and
then teach the BRAIN all the strategies that
SMEs use today

•

Machine Teaching brings transparency to an
“AI black box”

•

Before going “live”, the BRAIN trains and
learns in a simulation environment

•

The BRAIN is designed using Deep
Reinforcement Learning (DRL) models

Getting Microsoft
to carbon negative
with the help of
cutting edge AI
Azure Products:
Microsoft Azure Data Factory
Microsoft Azure IoT Hub
Bonsai

Other Products:
Microsoft Power BI

“The more variables and controllers that are in a system, the harder it is for a human to optimize it. Even with
the smartest people working on the problem, the calculus to try every possible scenario and outcome is too
time consuming. That’s why we wanted to partner with the AI & Innovation team to see if they could help us.”
Mohan Reddy: Director - Puget Sound Facilities Operations, Microsoft

Partner: ICONICS, CBRE

Read the case study >

Situation

Solution

Impact

Buildings already connected to Azure IoT Hub
and Digital Twin w. historical data available, and
the system has been optimized through rulebased system. To obtain further savings, part
of Microsoft’s campus in Seattle has 1
centralized plant chiller serving 9 buildings. But
how can Microsoft determine the optimal
setpoints on the chiller to minimize energy cost
while keeping indoor temperature within
narrow ranges

Created simulation models based on
historic data that reflect system
dynamics based on different outside air
temperature ranges. The team trained a
Bonsai Brain that optimizes
recommended supervisory setpoints
across those temperature ranges.

“With Project Bonsai, we uncovered
recommended optimizations that we never could
have come to on our own. Using this AI, we were
able to uncover a new plan for optimization in
about 2 weeks, with an expected reducing in
energy of about 15%”
Brendan Bryant, Mechanical Engineer at DB
Engineering.

Intesa Sanpaolo improves
real estate and facilities
operations, reduces
carbon footprint with
Azure
Azure IoT Products:
Microsoft Azure Data Factory

Microsoft Azure IoT Hub
Microsoft Azure Machine Learning

Other Products:
Microsoft Power BI

Partner: ICONICS
Organization size: 42,000 employees

“In the first six months, we demonstrated annual savings with the Azure IoT platform and ICONICS would total
500,000 euros. If we see similar savings in other buildings, we can save about two million euros each year, and
the project will pay for itself a year in advance.”
Giorgio Colosi, Real Estate and Facility Senior Director, Intesa Sanpaolo, Direzione Centrale Immobili e Logistica (DCIL)

Industry: Banking and Capital Markets
Country: Italy

Situation

Solution

Impact

Business need: IoT Standardization,
Cost savings, Sustainability

Intesa Sanpaolo, Italy’s leading bank,
needed to get better visibility into
energy use in its buildings and other
operational variables. It also wanted to
streamline the tracking and fixing of
faults that wasted energy, resources,
and money.

Onsite IoT devices embedded in
building management systems connect
with Microsoft Azure IoT Hub (for data
ingestion), Azure Data Factory (for
monitoring and real-time data analysis),
and ICONICS (data visualization).
Microsoft Power BI is used for reporting.

The bank reduced its annual energy consumption
in three buildings by 15 percent, a savings of
500,000 euros per year. After deploying to
additional buildings, the bank expects to save
about two million euros each year, accelerating
the ROI by one year.

Read the case study >

From reactive to proactive

Microsoft augments ICONICS’ solutions with new cloud capabilities
Edge analytics
Real-time
visualization

Analytics tools
Artificial
intelligence

External data

Cyber security

Remote monitoring
& control

Digital Twins

Alarm management

Coordinated controls
Connected
products

HVAC

Chiller

Power
distribution

VR/AR

Third party systems

Elevator

Leak
detection

Security

Generator

Lighting

Fire

Cleaning

Smart Building – Questions to consider

Many use cases and different stakeholders: today’s technologies can help addressing many and
different use cases for Real Estate professionals (Opex savings e.g. energy reduction), HR managers
(employee productivity and well-being e.g. increased air quality), Marketing and Sales (visitors and
customers engagement), and many others >> What is your target? Many targets? Will you integrate with
other stakeholders?
Solutions can have complex ROI in medium/long term: IoT/AI/Cloud technologies provide many
solutions with very different costs and impact in implementation (Capex) and long-run management
(Opex) >> Who will implement? Who will manage? What are the integration/evolution costs in my
timeframe? Will I be able to stay open to new services/technology my customers/users will ask?

Cultural shift: dealing with Smart Building means moving from managing assets into providing
services based on data. This is the key challenge to address in every SB program to be effective in the
long-run creating proper skills and new capabilities>> Do I have all the skills and competences needed
to maximize the value of my Smart Building program?

